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Martin, Farnham Head Governmen ts
Students Also Elect Pickering,
Richards, Larson, Schmeller

Bacchus Reigns
Over Chase Hall
For Club Dance

By CATHY JARVIS
With 73.11% of the students voting, campus leaders were
chosen for the coming school year. Succeeding Karen Dill
as president of the Women's Student Government is Barbara Farnham. Willard Martin follows Benedict Mazza as
head of the Men's Student Council.
Others stepping into presidential positions are: George
Pickering, Christian Association; Lee Larson, Outing Club;
Kurt Schmeller, Publishing Association; and Roberta Richards, Women's Athletic Association.

"Wine Frolic" is the festive
title of the annual French and
German Club Dance to be held
from 8-11:45 p. m. Saturday in
Chase Hall. As the title suggests,
the theme centers around the joyous harvest celebration of the
Fr.jn"h and German peoples who
inhabit tht famous grape-growing
regions along the Rhine River.
Edward Stiles and his combo
'will furnish the holiday merrymakers with music for dancing.
Along with other performances, a
skit by Mark Schwartz and Helene Marcoux will add to the evening's entertainment.

Lee Larson, Barbara Farnham, Roberta Richards, Kurt
Schmeller (seated 1. to i\), Willard Martin, and George
Pickering (standing 1. to r.) head major campus organizations
for 1958-59.
(Photo by Blundaj

Serve Refreshments
Chaperones for the event will ate to the theme, will be served.
be Prof, and Mrs. Leland P. served.
Bechtel and Prof, and Mrs. David Head Committees
Other committee chairmen inWilliams.
clude Jacqueline Hughes and
Marcia Bauch and Victoria
Peter Skelley, decorations; Joan
Daniels, the coordinating comGalambos and Joseph Corn, pubmittee, announced that the adlicity; Phvllis Hogarth. Henry
;
lon pr -e per torpor, is 30
Morozumi, and Graham, entercents and 50 cents per couple.
tainment; Jane Reinelt and RosaUnder the management of lind McCullough, tickets; and
Katherine Larson and Frederick Damon Dustin and John Marino,
Graham, refreshments, appropri- clean-up.

'Is That The Way It Is At Bates?"

Play Tickets
Tickets for the April 10,
11, 12 production of Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet"
are now on sale. All students
wishing to purchase tickets
should contact members of
the Cast for their purchases.
Students are reminded that if
they wish to obtain good
seats they should buy tickets
at an early date.

Frosh Top Voting Percentage
Between 9 a. m. and 5 p. m.
Monday, 310 men and 279 women went to the polls. Surprisingly, the juniors and freshmen
led the classes percentage-wise
in the number of votes cast,
with the highest number, 83.8%
going to the freshmen women.
Having been informed of her
election, Miss Farnham said:
"The new Stu-G Board wishes to
express its thanks to all the girls
for the honor and responsibility
of serving them. We hope to impose ideals into practical situations and to continue the fine
wori- of t^ir vctr's bo-.ri."

Smith Serves As VP
An economics major from Laconia, N. H., he will prepare for
a career in law after graduation.
He is a member of the Varsity
Debate Squad, Barristers, Delta
Sigma Rho, Political Union, the
Intramural Council, and is a
proctor in John Bertram Hall.
Pavirt Smith will be serving on the Council as vicepresident, and Kenneth McAfee as
secretary - treasurer.
Others elected include senior representatives, Fletcher Adams and
Frederick Drayton; junior representatives, Peter Bertocci, and
(Continued on page three)

Plans Teaching Career
This hard-working junior was
a representative to Stu-G during
her sophomore year, and is now
president of the New Dormitory.
An English major from Edgewood, R. I., she plans to go into
elementary teaching.
Also elected to Stu-G were
Marjorie Keene as vice-president;
Susanne Elliott as secretarytreasurer; Barbara Smith and
Betty Reid, senior advisors;
here determines how you will Sarah Benson and Freda Shepface the problems out there," Dr. herd, sophomore representatives.
WUS drive co-chairmen CathAustin charged.
Encourages Student Participation erine Jarvis and George PickerRelates To Religion
Speaking for the winning Stu- ing have announced that all stu"The answers you give have a C candidates, Martin commented: dents will be contacted about
lot to do with your religion . . . "I would like to express appre- their contributions before spring
Unless you care about these ciation for myself and the other vacation.
things, you have not been caring members of the 1958-59 Council
This year a special effort is beabout God." Dr. Austin inquired, to the men for electing us."
ing made so that everyone has
"Is there religion here at Bates?"
the opportunity to make an offerHe asked this particularly of
ing towards the work of the
Bates. He thought Bates had a
World University Service. In the
strong religious tradition "bepast, oversights have occurred
cause it said so in the catalog,"
and some members of the faculty
because of his relationship with
and student body were by-passed.
President Charles F. Phillips, and
The Bates Christian Associa- Must Get $1,500
because of the religion organiza- tion will present another in its
Faculty letters have been
tions on campus.
series of films at 7 and 9 p. m. mailed out in the past week, and
Students Choose Values
Friday in the Filene Room. Ad- dormitory representatives will be
"But," he charged, "if the stu- mission is 25 cents.
contacting students if they have
dent body is not basically conThere will be a regular feature, not already done so.
cerned, there is not religion on The Little Flowers of St. Francis.
Pledges so far have amounted
the campus." The attitudes held and a short, Fra Angelico at San to roughly $900. With the campus
and the things the students de- Marco. The feature is directed by goal set at $1,500, we still have
cide will be the important things Roberto Rossellini and is based quite a way to go.
on campus.
on a book by St. Francis.
Put Money To Work
"You will have it the way you Depict Frescoes
Through WUS we can do our
want it," Austin asserted. The
The short is a presentation of part to start schools where there
students choose whether their the frescoes painted by Fra An- are none, expand existing plants,
values will be materialistic, in- gelico in the convent of San provide books and scientific
tellectual, or spiritual.
Marco near Florence, between equipment, build dormitories,
Austin concluded by relating 143C and 1446, including the "An- and administer to the physical
the case of a high school senior nunciation" and the "Cruci- needs of students in underof his town who has a great de- fixion."
developed areas.
sire to attend Bates next year.
These two pictures promise an
The proceeds from this drive,
After a visit to campus last week evening of entertainment to all the only organized drive on cam(Continued on page seven)
who attend.
pus, will go to Japan.

Dr. Austin Cites Inquiring Spirit
As Core Of Sound Student Life
By CHRIS IVES
religion and education as of any
Speaking in chapel assembly other area of life. The aim of
Monday morning Dr. Eugene M. liberal education should be to
Austin, president of Colby Junior make better men and women, not
College, emphasized the need for just better specialists in certain
a growing, inquiring spirit as the areas. To do this, he stated, "life
basis for a sound student life.
I at college ought to be shot
Recalling a time in seminary | through with a strong inquiring
when his faith was being shaken, 1 spirit."
Dr. Austin related the answer he
Quoting from an editorial in
received that "a faith that can- j the University of New Hampshire
not stand up under fire is one | college newspaper Dr. Austin
that you ought to get rid of . . . ! noted "Life is just a little bit soft,
Anything has to be growing to too easy." College students keep
be of value," he asserted.
themselves too separated from
Cites UNH Editorial
the problems of the world around
He held this to be as true of and care only about the dating,
the drinking, and the grade avFRESHMAN AND
erages of their own isolated isSOPHOMORE WRITING
land, the editorial charged.
PRIZES
Expand Horizons
The Alice Dinsmore Prize
Being on the campus at the
awards $40 to the freshman
time. Dr. Austin found that one
or sophomore woman who
women's dormitory had been upsubmits the best writing by
set by the editorial. They had
April 2!. The writing may
therefore agreed to spend one
be done either in a course
hour a week discussing current
or independently in verse or
events. That hour was to be midprose of any length. It should
night to 1 a. m. Saturday night.
emphasize originality.
"Is that the way it is at Bates?"
The English Composition
he asked.
Prize awards $10 to any
"You're going to be out there
sophomore, man or woman,
yourself soon," he stated, out in
under the same conditions.
the world of the French bombing
Papers should be subof Algeria,
the employment
mitted to the English departslump, and the Congressional edment before April 21.
ucation bill. "The way you work

"I hope everyone will feel free
to attend the Council meetings
and actively discuss campus
problems. Our success in this
coming year will depend on close
cooperation between the men and
the Council."

Chairmen Urge
Student Pledges
To WUS Fund

CA Features Movies
With Italian Settings
Friday In Pettigrew

Y^U
TWO
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Stu-G And Advisors Note ]?Iosh Debate Haskell Maps Legislative
Disrespect OfHonor Code A^PrizTcontest Process For Cit Lab Group
By ANITA KASTNER
Do the women at Bates realize
the implications of this honor
code under which they live? Do
they realize what will happen to
the code if it is allowed to be
significant rationalizations and
justifications? Does much cynicism concerning the code exist
and, if so, what is its extent and,
more important, its cause?
These were only a few of the
questions discussed at Stu-G's final Old Board meeting at which
Dean of Women Hazel M. Clark,
Dr. Sydney Jackman. Dr. Walter
Lawrance, and Prof. Ilene M.
Avery, this year's advisors, were
present. The group was trying to
find the root of the increasing disrespect which many students feel
for the honor code. By the time
the individual becomes a senior,
the code appears to her just a
system by which the administration can, with a minimum of expense, control the social life of
the women at Bates.
Propose Realistic Discussions
The romantic appeal which is
a definite asset in instilling the
code into the freshmen wears off
after a year or so, leaving, in too
many cases, nothing in its place.
It was felt that straightforward
realistic discussions with the
members of each class might
serve as a media for discovering
where temptation to break the
code occurs and what can be done
to make the code more meaningful.
The statement that it is the
inner person and not the "one
minute" that is important led
naturally to a discussion of
whether an individual who, absolutely unable to get home on
time and honestly feeling she is
right in coming in one minute
late, is morally bound to report
herself.
Feel Obligation To Group
Dr. Lawrance pointed out that
the reporting is a check to keep
the girl from rationalizing. And,
as Dr. Jackman noted, the reporting is part of one's obligation to the group. An individual
can act completely independent-

ly if he lives alone, but as soon
as he starts living with other
people, he must take them into
account in his actions.
An analogy was drawn between the girl who is late and
one who is involved in an accident. The latter, although not
morally guilty of any wrong, still
reports the accident. This reporting helps the group, attests to the
integrity of the individual, and
may help her in some future time
if a question concerning the accident should arise.
(Continued on page seven)

Crowd Visits Cafes;
Enjoys Pops Concert
In Gay Atmosphere

"The executive and the legislaTomorrow evening the annual tive must work together," defreshman prize debate will con- clared State Senator Robert Hassider the topic, "Resolved: that kell, president of the Maine SenBales should adopt a system of ate, in his address to Citizenship
unlimited cuts." The debate will Laboratory
Thursday.
"They
be held at 7 p. m. in the Filene must discard party fightfhg on
Room in Pettigrew Hall.
major issues."
Arguing the affirmative viewSenator Haskell went on to expoint will be Neil Newman, Mary plain the legislative process at
Stafford and Robert Viles. Op- the state level. He described the
posing them will be the negative apportionment of representatives
team of Marjorie Sanborn, Jack to both the House and the Senate.
Simmons and Harold Smith.
There is a set number of representatives in the Maine House of
Sophomores Debate
Each member of the winning Representatives, apportioned on
team will receive $4 and the best the basis of population, and a
individual speaker in the debate "floating" number in the Senate.
will be awarded $10. The debate Explains Organization
The senator then explained the
will be open to the public.
This weekend four sophomore process of organizing the legisladebaters will represent Bates at ture for a regular session. He dea practice debate tourney at Bos- scribed the joint-committee syston University. Stephen Hotch- tem which is the basis for the
kiss and Malcolm MacBain will Maine legislative organization.
argue the affirmative and Gerald^ He traced an imaginary bill
David and Robert Solomon, the through the reference committee,
negative side of the national the judiciary committee, public
topic, "Resolved: that the re- and executive hearings, acceptquirement for membership in a ance, modification, or rejection by
labor membership organization as the House and Senate, and apa condition of employment should proval or veto by the governor.
Senator Haskell pointed out
be illegal."
Miss Frances Hess will accompany the team and will act as a
judge.

An estimated crowd of 500, including faculty and administration, students, and townspeople,
attended the annual Pops Concert and formal dance Saturday
evening in the Alumni Gymnasium.
The decorations lent a gay
Parisian atmosphere. "Sidewalk
cafes" lined the walls. Cascading
from the center of the gymnasium, colored strips of crepe paper formed the awnings over the
tables. Painted murals of charming can-can girls contributed to
program. Dance music before
the background of the cafes.
and after the concerts was furSmith Conducts
nished by Al Corey and his orMrs. Robert G. Berkelman was chestra.
the official hostess. Prof. D. RobAn open house in the Women's
ert Smith conducted the Concert Union followed. Refreshments
Band, which presented its selec- consisted of lemonade and astions at 9 p. m. and the Choral sorted cookies. Everyone at the
Society, which appeared at 10:20 j concert was invited to attend,
p. m. The Merrimanders and the and to participate in the group
Hi-Ho's were also included on the singing.
•

Kibbe Relates Philosophy,
Nuclear Energy, Education
which you could even call God.
Tying in education with the
general scheme, the speaker favored a more elaborate system
than presently exists. "We should
spend double on education what
we are spending on armaments
and defense today," he asserted.
If we continue to pursue our
present course "the great American dream will come to an end."
Education Pays Dividends
"Education is the most valuable
thing we can invest in," Kibbe
concluded. By increasing the
amount of training in schools we
will be able to "focus our intellectual power on the treasures of
Illustrates Nature's Randomness
earth and space, and through
In relation to their size the them we can find the hidden
energy coming from the atom is powers of our universe."
vast. It is possible to effect these
bursts from the nuclei artifically »,ii,ii .i.l; ■ ;-..—.—
through
partical
accelerators
such as the cyclotron.
However, the science teacher
stressed the fact that in a natural
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
state it is impossible to predict
when a nucleus will burst. In
"Silk Stockings"
fact, "study of nuclear physics
has led 20th century scientists to
Fred Astaire
conclude that there is a terrific
Cyd Charisse
randomness in nature."

By HOWIE KUNREUTHER
Austin Kibbe, science teacher
at Lewiston High School, tied together the three fields of nuclear
energy, philosophy, and education in a Chapel speech presented Friday morning.
"What we commonly refer to as
atomic energy is really nuclear
energy," the speaker noted, since
Calendar
it is derived from the nucleus
Tonight
of the atom. In order to clarify
CA Vespers, Chapel
the structure of the atom Kibbe
compared it to a miniature solar
Tomorrow
Freshman Prize Debate, 7 system with the nucleus like our
p. m., Filene Room, Pettigrew sun and the planetary electrons
going around it.
Friday
CA Movie, 7 and 9 p. m., Filene
Room, Pettigrew Hall
Saturday
Hickories Meeting, 1:15 p.m.,
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall
"Wine Frolic," 8-11:45 p.m.,
Chase Hall Ballroom

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Bates Choral Society
Monday
President Charles F. Phillips
Wednesday
Dr. James V. Miller

Music Room
Today
Sunday
Tuesday

PRISCILLA

Hickories Show
Movies, Award
Skiing Badges

that although the legislative process is time-consuming, "by and
large moving so slowly results in
a minimum of mistakes."
He noted that under the Maine
referendum
provision,
Maine
voters may demand a referendum
on many bills. Nearly all spending bills put to the people would
be voted "yes," while taxation
bills would be voted "no." This,
he explained, makes it hard
sometimes for the repreesntatives
to give the people what they
want.
Urges Participation
Too few people have too great
a responsibility in the legislature,
Haskell commented, but there
must be a handful of these to survive our legislative process.
He expressed a hope that students of today with their knowledge of politics will take an interest and an active part in government and civic affairs along
with the business and social obligations of community life.

Fund Offers Source
Of Oratorical Prizes
.The Bates Oratorical Contest
will take place at 8:15 p.m.,
April 22 in the Filene Room.
Entries should consist of original persuasive speeches 10 -12
minutes in length. The prizes,
from a fund donated by Charles
Sumner Libbey '76, include $40,
$25, and $15 respectively.
Anyone interested should sign
up in Pettigrew before March 25.
Preliminary tryouts are scheduled for 4 p. m., April 18, in Room
300, Pettigrew Hall.

The Hickories ski group will
hold a meeting at 1:15 p. m. Saturday in the Filene Room.
The badge winners chosen from
those who participated in the ski
competition
held
Saturday.
March 8, will be announced at
this meeting.
Marcoux and Cornell provide
Plan Hickory Holiday
A speaker and two movies will excellent comic relief.
compose the entertainment portion of the meeting.
There will be a discussion of
the coming election of officers
and plans will be made for the
Hickory Holiday, which is scheduled for April.
All interested students are
urged to attend this meeting,
which should be informative as
well as entertaining.

Gibbs Girls Get
the Top Jobs

Ritz Theatre
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
"A STAR IS BORN"
Judy Garland
James Mason Special Course for College Women
and Jack Carson
Residences. Write College Dean
"TRAVELING SALESWOMAN"
for GIBUS GIRLS AT WORK.
Joan Davis
Andy Devine
STARTS FRIDAY
for one week:

BRIGITTE BARDOT Katharine
in
"MADEMOISELLE
STRIPTEASE"
Plus "Black Panther" with Sabu

STRAND
Today —

"Brain From Planet
Arous"
"Teenage Monster"
— Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. —

Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis

IN TWO MOVIES:
Feels Masterplan Exists
'House Of Numbers'
"Jumping Jacks"
and "Scared Stiff"
Branching into
philosophy,
Jack Palance
— Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed. —
Kibbe declared that, upon lookBarbara
Lang
ing at the total picture we real"Man On The Prowl"
ize that "the complex organizaMALA POWERS
Friday
2 P. M.: 6:30 P. M.
tion of life couldn't have come
JAMES BEST
m
Sat.
Continuous
from
1
P.M.
2 - 4 p.
about by the laws of chance."
"Going
Steady"
Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M.
2 - 4 p. m Physicists today feel that there is
MOLLY DEE
2 - 4 p. m a masterplan higher than nature >B'i nunn'int uralim
I-::?'" Ui
ALAN REED

GIBBS
SECRETARIAL

KBTON 16.21 Marlborwiik St PROVIDENCE 6, IK Anj.11 SI
KM »0SK 17.230 Pwk A... MONICLAIR. NJ.U PljmoW* SI

EMPIRE

NOW

— FOR ONE WEEK —

DOROTHY McGUIRE and FESS PARKER
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University Plans Program
Summer Credit Courses
An opportunity for college students to shorten the total calendar time to earn a bachelor's degree is offered this summer at
the University of Massachusetts.
Courses representing all major
interests will be offered in two
five-vyeek terms for the college
student now enrolled in a fouryear school. By taking courses
during both terms, a student can
earn almost the equivalent of a
full semester's work.
Offer Graduate Work
The University offers an opportunity this summer for graduate
students to begin work toward a
master's degree.

Wesley Club will continue its
series on the "isms." The Reverends Leslie Howland, Duncan
Moores, and Robert Plummer,
Methodist ministers from the
Portland District, will serve as a
panel to discuss and answer questions on Methodism. Members
will meet at 7 p. m. at the Hobby
Shoppe.
The Christian Science Organization invites all students to attend its weekly meetings at 4
p. m. Fridays at 150 College
street. The meetings are studentled and include testimonies of
healings in college life.
Judson Fellowship will join in
the final session of the University
of Life, at the United Baptist
Church this Sunday. Dr. Russell
Henry Stafford will be the chapel
speaker. Members will meet at
6 p. m. at the parsonage for
transportation and will return
there for a time of fellowship.

Courses at the undergraduate
level during the first term from
June 23-July 26 include: Agricultural engineering; botany; qualitative and organic chemistry;
elements of economics, public
finance; education-history, elementary school arithmetic, principles of elementary education,
audio-visual aids in teaching;
humane letters, contemporary
novel, major American writers;
food technology; intermediate
French; elementary and intermediate German.
Present Variety Of Courses
Also offered will be American
government, international relations; history-the Far East; Europe since 1918; New England to
1860; calculus, synthetic geometry, higher algebra; music appreciation; social and personal
ethics. American pragmatism;
psychology - general, educational,
child; race relations, the family;
elementary
Spanish;
public
speaking, voice and diction and
oral interpretation; and statistics.
Undergraduate courses during
the second term from July 28August 30 will be offered in
quantitative and organ chemistry; economic history of the
United States; problems of American economy; elementary school
reading, and curriculum, secondary school curriculum; English,
American and modern poetry;
problems in American literary
and linquistic studies; intermediate French.
Write For Information
Students may also register for
elementary and scientific German; European government, the
(Continued on page seven)
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Students Fill Organization Posts
(Continued from page one)
Rudolph Smith; and sophomore
representatives, George Goodall
Jr., and Richard Larson.
Calls For Campus Support
"I should probably say, 'You'll
be sorry,'" quipped newly-elected CA president Pickering, "but
I should also be quick to add, 'I
hope not.' It's a real opportunity
that has been given me. If I
thought, however, that it was
given to me alone, I should hesitate to accept."
"I know we can count on some
good people to serve on the Cabinet, and I hope we can count on
the campus to support our program."
Prepares For Ministry
Majoring in history, Pickering
expects to go into the ministry.
During the past year, he has
been preaching in West Auburn
and has been co-chairman of the
WUS drive.
Assisting him as vice-president
will be Patricia Campbell, with
Janet Spiers as secretary and
Joseph Bond as treasurer.
Expresses Admiration
Physics major Larson, incoming president of the Outing Club,
expressed admiration for the
work done by his predecessor
in the past year. "I'm really glad
to have the position." he said,
"and I'll try hard to do as good
a job running OC as was done
this past year."
The OC Equipment Director
also works on the Chase Hall
Dance Committee and is on the
Hickories Board. David Harper
will act as vice president and
Deanne Cressey as secretary for
the coming year.

Appreciates Confidence
Voicing the desire to thank his
fellow students, PA President
Schwieller felt that his election
was an expression of confidence
in him. "It is with a feeling of
grateful humility that I accept
this honor, and I shall do my
best to be worthy of your confidence."

cais; Dorothy Schoppe, Lambda
Alpha; Bruce Johnson, Off-Campus Council; George Charkoudian, Jordan - Ramsdell Society;
Robert Cox, Lawrance Chemical
Society.

Benedict Mazza is Alumni
President for the Class of '58.
Selected to head the Class of '59
was David Smith; Class of '60,
A past member and treasurer Richard Vinal; and Class of '61,
of the German Club, and a past Noel Parker.
member of the Philosophy Club
and CA Cabinet, he is also active
in Gould Political Affairs and Ayer Leads Service
was a junior representative to the
In Chapel; First Of
Publishing Association.
Heads For Government Post
New Sunday Series
For this junior, an interest in
Douglass Ayer stressed the imhistory may lead to work in the portance of deeds, rather than the
field of international relations or reliance on creeds, in the chapel
government service.
service Sunday afternoon. BasNew members of the board are ing his thoughts on the parable of
Daphne Scourtis, Janet Baker, the house which was built upon
and Jon Prothero.
a rock, he emphasized that in religion as well as in basketball
Plans Continued WAA Growth
the need is for practice as well
The Bates women selected Miss
as theory. Action is of prime imRichards, a biology major, as
portance.
their WAA president. Now a
Willard Smith assisted Ayer in
proctor of Cheney and proctorelect of Rand, she comes from the service. Earle Atwater, accompanied by Howard Walen on
Cape Cod, Mass.
the organ, sang the tenor solo,
She thanked the voters. "WAA.
"O Rest In The Lord."
has done a fine job in the past
This service is the first of a
year not only in bringing
proposed
series to be held on the
athletics to the women but in
third
Sunday
afternoon of every
upholding the principles and
ideals behind them." She sets as month. The continuation of these
her goal a continuation of past chapel services depends upon
student interest shown by atWAA growth.
tendance. The next program will
Elected to club . presidencies be led by Calvin Wilson on
during the Monday balloting April 20.
were Beverly Woods, Band; Anita Kastner, Choral Society; MarFast and furious dueling in
cia Bauch, Der Deutsche Verein;
Victoria Daniels, Le Cercle Fran- "Romeo and Juliet."

ikmMaf&

. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO..

HE SHOULD'VE MENTIONED THE NEWCRUSH-PROOF BOX. TOO/ ^

WINSTON-SAUM.N.C
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Vet VoocUe*

Editorials
Democracy Or Popularity?

The owner of a gray Plymouth
would like to thank the carload
of Bates men who dug her car
out after the snowstorm. Chivalry is not dead on the campus!

The Bates student voter going to the polls each year for
the all-campus elections finds himself in a strange situation.
His duty is to elect officers to run the activities and formulate
Notice for Bates practice
the policies of the major campus organizations. He is presented with a series of ballots and proceeds to select persons teachers: Do not sneak
for office. However, he may or may not know the individuals
around strange cars trying
whose names appear on the ballots. Even if he does, he is to determine whether or not
they are Professor Kendall's.
largely unaware of the ideas and ideals of the nominees. He
tends to vote therefore for the name he has heard the most
You're liable to get caught.
of or for the person someone else recommends to him. The Tell us . . . WHO was the wo"election" thus becomes in many ways a popularity contest man in the white silk suit at
with the titles of "president," "vice president," etc., as awards Pops?
for the winners.
Those poor frogs really
Qualifications for election vary among the different groups,
but by and large the students are voting on the nominations went through the wringer in
of a board or committee from within the organization. This bio lab Friday night. By
process automatically puts into office persons who 'have George, that adrenaline inworked faithfully and loyally in the activities of the group, jection really got them jumping, but curare was the real
a reward for past services.
killer. Have a little tetany,
Active Members Realize Qualifications
boys?
Familiarity with activities is an important asset, particu- Those "Keep Off The Grass"
larly where the function of the group is largely social or signs in front of Rand got buried
athletic. Active members are in a position to know who is under the snow over the weekbest qualified for each post; experience is of more import- end. Now seniors can snowshoe
ance than the philosophy of the prospective leaders in deter- across the lawn. Maybe they'll
mining the success or failure of such programs. (However, find "Keep Off The Snow" signs?
any prior limitation on the "active" membership of the group
A bit of world news: There
tends to develop an elitist core, eliminating some persons
were
1378 positions and there
who might be equally capable.)
However, in organizations, such as Student Council and were 1378 candidates . . .
Student Government, which must deal with day-to-day "This is the purest form of
problems of campus life and with relations between students democracy in the world,"
and faculty and administration, the emphasis should be on said a Russian official.
philosophy and future proposals rather than on past achieve- Latest addition to the Bates
ments only.
core plan: Elementary Forgery
A glance at the newspapers of other colleges show recog- or "How to Keep Away from the
nition of these problems in electing student government lead- A.B.C.'s." Three-year guarantee,
ers; Colby College, for example, conducts its elections on a
(Continued on page five)
party system. Each party nominates a full slate of officers
and adopts a definite platform. The party takes stands on
such issues as honor systems, student-administration rela- Letter To The Editor
tions, campus activities and academic programs, and offers
proposals for solution of campus problems. A voter casts his To the Editor:
ballot not for individuals but for the party — its slate and its I wish to plead the case of
program. Students interested in the Student Council presi- Bates publications vs. the Pubdency at Allbright College in Pennsylvania announce their lishing Association; for that apcandidacy with public statements as to their reasons for seek- pears to be the relationship of
ing the post and the program they intend to carry out if the groups at the present time.
elected. Campaigns are carried on during regular chapel The Publishing Association is
the six-member controlling body
hours.
dictating policy, financial and
Candidates Should Outline Ideals
A nomination system such as that used by the Bates Stu- editorial, in a greater or lesser
dent Council gives each individual an opportunity to show degree, to the STUDENT, the
his interest in membership on the Council and to show that Mirror, and the Garnet.
he has some support among fellow students. This is more Reviews Constitution
in line with democratic procedures than nomination by a The constitution of this assocommittee, regardless of how that committee is chosen. Each ciation states specifically that no
individual should have the liberty of announcing his own editor shall be a voting member
interest in a position and of campaigning for election.
of the group. Furthermore, ediLikewise anyone sincerely interested in an office should tors must apply and wait for
assume the responsibility of outlining his ideals and program permission to attend meetings in
and of campaigning actively on the basis of such a platform. which their problems are disStudent voters would then go to the polls familiar not only cussed. In some years, no memwith the names of the candidates but also with the princi- ber of the association is connectples and programs. Balloting would become less a popularity ed with the staffs of the publicacontest and would assume more of the characteristics of a tions, except in this official role.
democratic all-campus election expressing the ideals of the It has been suggested that the
student body.
Publishing Association is an un-
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necessary hindrance to the activities of the Bates publications.
As such, it should vote itself out
of existence. I shall not be so
radical.
Suggests Changes
However, it would seem a logical step to change the membership by revision or amendment
to the constitution. The publications grant the need for objectivity in their decisions, but
usurpation of power by those
who do pot understand the problems of each editor cannot be
sanctioned.
I would suggest an eight- or
nine-man board, to be composed
of the editors and brisiness managers of the three publications,
with two or three members to be
elected from the student body as
a whole.
I invite a reply from the Publishing Association, justifying
their present position.
Susan Rayner '58

Bates Coeds Experience
Utmost Of Life's Luxury
By GRETCHEN RAUCH
A typical day in the life of a
Bates coed shows the unbelievable luxury which sha enjoys —
luxury which she could never
have had at home. The following account will not be unfamiliar to any Bates girl.
At 6:30 every morning the
cheerful ringing of the alarm
clock calls you to another long
day of fascinating classes. You
leap out of bed (except if you fell
asleep at 2:00 the same morning;
then you might stagger instead)
being careful not to knock yourself linconscious on the upper
bunk.
Fights Battle
You fight your way through
lines of clothes strung up in the
laundry room, almost hanging
yourself in the process, until you
find a pair of your still damp
socks, which you drape over a
nearby radiator. Of course they
won't be dry before you have to
put them on, but you'll wear
them anyway.
One has to make some sacrifices to live in the luxurious
lodging at Bates. The time has
then come to leave the comfort
of the dorm and plow through
cold snow drifts. You must
expect this kind of stimulating
and invigorating exercise now
that you are up north In Sergeant
Preston land.
Decides To Sleep Late
One day you v might decide to
sleep late, as you don't have a
class until 9:30. Bright and early
at 6:30 a. m. your roommate's
alarm clock shatters
your
dreams. You turn over and try
to get back to sleep. This is impossible. It seems that a herd of
a hundred elephants is tramping
down the stairs, as everyone goes
to breakfast.
Then someone with a superhuman voice calls from the first to
the fourth floor and the person
to whom she was talking
answers in an equally loud
voice. Then the maid comes in to
clean the room. You give up trying to sleep and decide to go
down to the rec. room and study.
You have just gotten comfortably settled and are reading your
sociology when some girls come

back from breakfast and start
playing a very vocal game of
War.
Returns To Room
Reluctantly you pick your
books up and go back to your
room where your roommate is
pacing up and down practicing
her speech. You give up rather
easily as you really weren't too
keen on reading your sociology
in the first place.
The rest of the day goes by in
its usual exciting fashion: the
round of classes, the attempt to
sprint through mountains of
snow to reach Carnegie from
Libbey in five minutes, the trip
to the Den to blow some dust
out of your mailbox, the conversation over a cup of coffee and a
cigarette about how many days
are left before vacation and what
you will do when you go home,
the couple of hours in the library, trying to concentrate on Dante
in the fishbowl.
Starts Shower
Then the day is over and you
get ready to return to blissful
sleep. You decide to take a
shower. So, you grab your soap
and a towel and step into a cold,
wet, shower stall. You turn on the
faucets and are greeted with
what seems a blast of water direct from the hot springs. You
leap out of the shower and wait
until the warmth has become
more moderate.
If you are extremely lucky, the
water will remain at this moderate temperature; but more
likely than not the hot water will
give out and you will step from
your invigorating shower half
roasted and half frozen. You go
to your room and hang up your
clothes, trying to sandwich them
in your cramped closet — in the
process knocking half of your
roommate's clothes on the floor.
Hears Lullaby Of Radiators
Then you are ready to lie
down on your delightfully concave bed and slip into dreamland.
To encourage your slumber the
radiators knock out a rhythmic
type of lullaby.
This is life in a girl's dorm —
full of all those little challenges
that make life interesting and
fun.
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7<& (ZnacAtn, Mantel
By GRAHAM
Well! we sure had our usual
St. Patrick's day storm, didn't
we? Which reminds me. since
I'm a New Englander I've got te
be honest an say that it haint St.
Patrick's day at all but Evacuation day, and that's what we
should be celebratin.
The other day we was settin
around here in the old store and
got talkin about education. Here
in New England we don't have
none of that progressive stuff an
I was jest thinkin that it was a
real shame that we don't. I fer
one would like te defend this
here type of education as bein
right in the sceme of things that
we do here in America now-adays.

is real important 'cause it's fer
both the boys an girls. This enables them te understand all the
fine things that ya see on television. And along with this goes
a corse in "Arts and Crafts,"
which enables them to make all
sorts of usefull objects an te
have an appreciation of our modern art by the lesser professionals.
Describes Home Economics
Probably the most important
one is the "Home Economics"
class. Here the young ladies
learn the fine art of cookin. It's
so important te learn this since
they're goin te spend so much
time in the home.
The young men usually have
some extensive training in the
"Physical Sciences." In this they
have things like skin divin, water skiin, or organized games.
This is important 'cause ya got te
have a sound body along with a
sound mind.
They usually have some assorted courses in milinary, basket
weavin, or fudge makin. along
with other useful things.
Like I said when I begun this
paper, I'm real sorry that we
don't have things like that here
in New England, because ya see
it's so important for the strength
of America that we have well
educated an enlightened young
people.

It Works In The South
Now in the South an West an
South-west they've got this type
of education an they make it
work 'cause the people have got
the right temperment fer it.
Those people are progressive;
they're the comin areas of the
country. I don't mean te say that
we here in New England aren't
progressive, it's jest the systems
that haint.
These people realize that ya
got te prepare the young folks
for life and that those older
forms a educatin 'em are outmoded. Now I'd like te give ya a few
examples a the kind a courses
that they give te their young
folks an jest what these courses Finds Answer
Now how are we goin te remido fer them.
dy this here situation? Well, the
Gives Examples
way I see it is we're goin te have
They usually start out with te take a look at. our school syssome course like "Marriage-Rela- tems an take the lesson that we
tions." This is of course a real can get from these wise people in
important subject since it teach- the South an West. We want te
es them all sorts a things that do away with the Arts and Scithey never knew before an some ences. Well those people did an
things that even their folks look what it did fer them. Ya,
never knew. This enables them te that's what we'll have te do.
cope with all sorts a problems
that would keep them from bein
"well adjusted" citizens.
Then they usually have a
The tape recorder gift to the
course in "Modern dance." This
language department was the result of a cooperative venture of
the parents and friends of Bates
students in the HartfordWeathersfield area. The fundraising effort was headed by Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel E. Whelton.
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Conformism Appears As Curse
For Individualistic Persons
efings, running a weekly Vesper jects for conspicuous consumpSometime ago a chapel speak- service with excellent music, tion.
supporting the Universal Day of Man Fights Himself
er delivered a speech on conPrayer, and doing charitable
formity in which he said that in
The Judaeo-Christian alternawork such as visitations and the
our society, we are supposed to
freshman work projects. The tives are dead. The prophet who
think, read, and act properly.
work is similar to that done by scorns these false offerings and
The Bates college community, as
feasts is nowadays termed "out
a social service agency.
most other colleges, fits well into
of it." Many sweet girls walk
Now the seeking of informathe conformist routine. Our soabout the campus wearing poltion,
the formation of moral ished gold crosses without thinkciety, as representative of the
American way of life, is largely rules, and the expression of so- ing that a cross symbolizes the
cial concern, are, of course, all death of a man who, though
"outer-directed."
"goods." Aquinas defined sin as
This means that members of "the search for the mutable committed to the love of all
our society have a "built-in ra- good." This is just what we are mankind, was spit at. Can we not
dar apparatus" which is contin- doing: we are appeasing our see that the religious answer
ually at work receiving signals consciences by showing that we means to attack the satisfied
from their peer group and ad- are really very nice people, that group morality, to be "in," but
justing themselves to the situa- the world is getting better and also over and against society?
tions indicated by the signals.
Man is a very proud character
better, and that if everyone was
who
does not want to admit his
Adopts Changing Rules
like "me," it would be the best
frailties. He fights against his
of
all
possible
worlds.
Individualism is scorned in fapeers through continual competivor of "taste leadership." Ac- Do Not Understand
tive cross-examinations. Yet his
ceptance of the will of the group
We are far away from our real plight is becoming evident in a
means that one has set up as ul- selves. We are so carried away
fear-ridden "sputnick" age when
timate meaning to himself, the by our petty self importance as the possibility of an H-bomb
changing rules of his peers.
we bustle about with activity wasteland is being recognized. He
It means that the idea of a that we never hesitate to think had better have the courage to
college as a "convenant com- about what we are really doing. love and to appreciate the "outmunity of individuals in search Yet underneath there is a seeth- sider," or run the greater risk of
of and dedicated to truth . . ." ing anxiety which shows up being reduced to radioactive
is obsolete; that now, college is when we are in solitude and feel dust.
much more "practical," and less lonely, when we have been re"up in the clouds."
jected for a dance, or when we
have released our inhibitions by
We Collect Information
(Continued from page four)
Our learning might be called the now prevalent spirit techin many instances a massive Cul- nique of beer.
practical experience through field
We can never quite understand trips — see Fern for further intural Heritage program in which
ourselves
in all the glory and formation. Due to popular dethe individual attempts to spew
out as much information as pos- mystery as human beings; we mand, blue goose slip needed.
sible that can effectively and limit self-analysis to a few inShades of Walt Disney —
neatly cover the page. We are all feriority complexes, frustrated
It was all Snow White, but
too busy in our multifarious ac- loves, and poor grades.
the six gnomes shouldered
tivities than to give a little time Attend Church Superficially
their shovels and marched.
to ponder as to what is really
Because we do not know ourWhere was Dopey? Hi ho, hi
meaningful for us or what we are selves as human beings, we have
ho . . .
really committed to. Our values no understanding of the sense of
Which was better, boys, Peychange with the fashions.
the "presence of God." Some of ton Place or Brigitte?
Another aspect to our con- us attend church to worship su"Don't hesitate to let ma
formism is the dominant puri- perstitiously some sort of gloriknow when someone has a
tanical moralism which is exem- fied philosopher - social worker.
birthday." Let the social
plified by those "good" ones who We do not understand that God is
psych class sing to you, Rodo not spin pennies to make something more personal than an
berta?
phone calls, who never go out abstruse whimsical supreme beThe Smidthrefl Amateur Rockfor their jug of wine, who faith- ing, we cannot grasp that He is
fully pass in all their assign- that deepest aspect within us, et Society inaugurated its spring
ments on time, who are disgust- the essence of life itself, the season with a series of launched with the Mount David tradi- ground of all being, the creator ings last week both indoors and
tion, and who never disturb their and the driving force towards out beginning with the Animal
roommates. Thank God there which creation moves; that He is No. 1.
Latest publication by the
really are no such angels at Being, itself.
Garnet Gander Press is "How
Bates; yet, these are our values.
We cannot know God through
to Lose Votes in One Easy
When we break our moralistic the acceptance of intricate beliefs
Lesson" by Red Jed.
codes, we keep it a secret; it is and creeds, he must be under"personal." And thus, we tend to stood through profound introRumor has it that someone
lose a healthy discrimination of spection, meditation, prayer, and tried to leave for the upper stravalues.
faith.
ta of the atmosphere in orgasmic
lab. Too bad Squeaky wasn't
Does Social Work
We Use People
looking.
Religion on the campus is repBecause we are against our
If seems that modesty is no
resented by the CA, affection- deepest selves, we cannot comconcern where acid burns are
ately known as the "cookie com- prehend the sense of a God who
at stake!
mission." This association is ded- is the very meaning in our lives,
One really ought to be more
icated to a "social gospel" pro- we deceive and are deceived by
gram such as providing cookies, our neighbors. We enjoy the careful in throwing water around
mints, and punch for social gath- Bobcat den culture in which we the place, especially when one's
can spout some cultural heritage aim is not too accurate. Many
YOUR FAVORITE
information along with some things and/or people may be
STERLING PATTERNS
dainty tune about the redness of soaked.
in
some old hag's lips.
"Don't throw my roomTowle — Gorham — Lunt
We
like
certain
girls
because
mate
away!" Was that surReed and Barton
they are "good looking," or "have
prising display of physical
International — Wallace
a good figure," or because they
Easy Terms
strength indicative of a fryare good dancers or are experts
ing hot temper?
in the Mount David technique.
Fighting dogs do liven up a
The all-around boy has a good class, but then they are probably
*ewE.i.tRS
q.p.r., piddles around in athlet- not too conducive to a sound and
•wcsiue
ics, has a steady girl, and is very stable mental health.
50 Lisbon Street Dial 4-5241 sincere. In short we treat others
Judy, have you been out
and are treated by them as obon any window sills lately?
You never know where you
can land up in that libe.
By PAUL HOFFMAN

<eed(h

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

Jane Damon — a charming and
enchanting Juliet.
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Tracksters Appear Ready
To Defend Outdoor Title
With the eventual melting of
the snow the '58 edition of the
Bates track squad will move outdoors in preparation to defend
their Maine State Championship.
The Cats have a tough slate
ahead to ready themselves for
what should be a real three-way
battle at Bowdoin for the 1958
State crown.
Co-captains Bill Neuguth, John
Fresina and Jim Wheeler will
lead an experienced squad with
top-flight individual standouts
and real depth in most events.
Weight Squad Strong
The team looks very strong in
weights with John Fresina and
Bill Taylor heaving the outdoor
hammer with the best of them.
Steadily improving Pete Allen
and Fletch Adams will give unusual strength here. Shot putter
Jim Wheeler, a standout on his
own, is ably backed by Larry ]
Hubbard. The discus should remain a powerful Cat scoring
punch with Fresina and Wheeler
leading the field.
Dick Lapointe should be a
scoring threat in the javelin but
a lack of depth will hurt here.
Douglas Leads Jumpers
The jumping events will see a
very strong aggregation with nationally ranking John Douglas, a
24 foot broad jumper, leading the
way. Douglas should remain a
threat to the best in the U. S. on
any day. He will be backed by
Dave Erdman, Pete Gartner, and
newcomer Fred Drayton.
The high jump squad will be
loaded with four foot plus jumpers led by Gartner, Lapointe and
Douglas with greatly improved
.Gerry Walsh joining the trio.
Dave Erdman, a stellar pole
vaulter, heads an event which
may find its lack of depth answered by freshmen Don Samson
and Fred Beauchemin.
In the shorter sprints and middle distances Coach Walt Slovenski may juggle men to meet competitive needs as he has a crop of
talented middle - distance men
capable of going either down or
up in distances. Among his top
aces here are the "Fairfield Express," Rudy Smith, and a century mark 100 yard man, John
Makowsky, and Jim Keenan who
should be a steady scorer in the
220.
The 440 squad lists good past
scorers in Lou Riviezzo, George
Godall, Roger Bates and Dick
Larson. All these men are capable

of top performances in the 220
and a possible outing in the 880
as well. Dave Jellison, a J.V.
runner, has shown potential in
this distance and could enter the
middle distance picture.
The conspicuous absence of
the name Rudy Smith thus far is
deliberate. The great Smith who
is definitely an Olympic possibility for 1960 has proven he can
run and win at almost any distance. Smith will defend his 440
superiority as well as lead the
880 squad at what should be a
new record altering distance for
him.
Another fast rising giant in
the Bates lineup will be Jeff Kenyon who should come into his
own as a sub 2 minute half-miler.
Turner Leads Distance Men
Fred Turner, a converted half*
mile ace, has been a dependable
workhorse carrying the load in
the indoor mile. This tough runner will be available for action
and a real competitive threat in
both distances outdoors. Freshman Dewitt Randall should be
heard from in the mile as well.
Two-milers, Dick Dube and
Maynard Whitehouse, will continue to carry the colors here and
their late season improvement
should carry over to the outdoor
oval.
Hurdling Co-captain Neuguth,
a Bobcat great for three years,
will show the way to timbertoppers Douglas and Dave Stewart and Jim Keenen. This quartet
could garner a monopoly of Bates
points in both hurdles throughout
the year.
After an indoor finale at the
University of Connecticut Relays
the squad will tangle with a
tough Union College team at
Schenectady on April 19. These
two teams are currently tied at
1 and 17 in their new series of
meets. This could very well be
the toughest pre-state meet challenge ahead for the Cats.
Should Be NE Power
The pressure will definitely be
on the home forces as Saturday
after Saturday the opposition
will be "up" to end the Cats'
long two-season - 22 win, dominance. It is a good squad, however, with both depth and individual greats, a squad which
rather than crack under the in.creased pressure, will establish
itself as a top New England powerhouse on the outdoor oval as
well as the indoor circuit.

Spring Track
March 22—At U-Conn Relays
April 19—At Union
April 25—At Penn Relays
April 26—At Northeastern
May 3—At Vermont
May 10—State Meet at Bowdoin
May 17—At Eastern Intercollegiates
May 24—At New Englands (U. of Maine)
May 30-31—At I. C. 4A (Villanova)
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BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET
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Banquet Spotlights Bobcats;
Burke Honored By Teammates
The annual winter sports banquet was held last Wednesday
night in the Commons. Twentynine varsity letters were awarded
to members of varsity track and
basketball squads and seven
senior athletes playing in their
last seasons received their senior
jacket awards. Numerals were
also presented to junior varsity
track and basketball members.
Dr. Mann Toasimasler
Toastmaster and main speaker'
for the event was Dr. Parker
Mann of Auburn who • is presi-

Track Numerals
Numerals for participation in
Junior Varsity track were given
to Alfred E. Beauchemin III,
Wareham, Mass.; Arthur A. Froburg, Topsfield, Mass.; David N_
Jellison, Hazardville, Conn.; John
E. Lebert, Jr., Clinton, Conn.; DeWitt S. Randall, Hamilton, N. Y.;
Donald B. Samson, r., Pleasantville, N. Y.; Dennis C. Sweetser,
Auburn; F. Channing Wagg III,.
Natick, Mass.; Robert Y. Allen,
Co-Captain Elect O'Grady receives congratulations
manager, Lexington, Mass.; Stefrom Coach Ullom
phen Garvin, manager, Springvale; Stephen M. Hicks, manager.
dent of the local Bates College
The cheerleaders were invited South Paris; Paul W. Popish,
Club. Other speeches were given guests at the proceedings and the manager, Bronx, N. Y.
by J. V. basketball coach Chick two graduating members, captain
Leahey, varsity coach Verne Ul- Pat Lysaght and Gail Larocque,
Don't miss Castlepoggi in his
lom, track coach Walt Slovenski, received awards from Dr. Lux.
first Shakespearean role.
and Director of Athletics Lloyd
Awards:
Lux.
Basketball
Leahey was quick to praise the
Ullom awarded ten varsity
efforts of the Bobkittens in regis- basketball letters to Robert E.
tering an impressive 10-3 won-1 Burke, Jackson Heights, N. Y.;
lost record. Special mention went Willard D. Callender, Jr., Melto sophomore Jerry Walsh who rose, Mass.; Philip Candelmo,
LEWISTON
was elected honorary captain by Portland;
James
DeMartine,
his teammates. Leahey singled out Ramsey, N. J.; Gerald A. Feld,
* * *
several players as being potential Brookline, Mass,; Norman S.
varsity material next season.
Hohenthal, Manchester, Conn.;
Uilom Optimistic
Joseph B. Murphy, Jr., Norwich,
Central Maine's
Coach Ullom had words of Conn.; John J. O'Grady, Framingpraise for every member of the ham, Mass.; Jon M. Whitten, Lee;
largest and
squad as he handed out varsity and Raymond C. Castelpoggi,
basketball awards. Another suc- manager, Danbury, Conn.
finest
cessful season was predicted for Track
the Bobcats next year as only
Varsity track letters were
department
outgoing captain Will Callender awarded by Slovenski to N. John
will be lost through graduation. Douglas, Englewood, N. J.; Richstore
Ullom was quick to praise both ard E. Dube, Lewiston; David L.
Callender and Jack O'Grady, Erdman, Maplewood. N. J.; John
who was elected next season's M. Fresina, Rockland, Mass ;
* * *
captain by his teammates just Peter A. Gartner, Waterbury,
prior to the banquet.
Conn.; George W. Goodall, Jr.,

Burke Cited For Efforts
What was perhaps the highlight
of the banquet came just after the
basketball letter presentations
when junior Bob Burke was presented with a gift by his teammates. Burke, the Cats leading
scorer this season and a first team
all-state selection, is transferring
to R. P. I. next year to further
his studies. Callender, in making
the presentation of an autographed scrapbook containing all
of Burke's court-doings for the
past season, pointed out that the
*
ace scorer and playmaker will be
sorely missed by both players and
fans next season.
Slovenski, in presenting the
track awards, brought out the
fact that it takes a team effort to
record an undefeated season, and
despite several outstanding indi*

vidual performances, the thin- James M. Kyed, Jr., manager,
clads worked as a team all Shelton, Conn.
season.
Senior Varsity Awards
Lux Awards Jackets
Lux presented seven Senior
Dr. Lux presented the senior Varsity Honor Awards to Wiljackets to seven members of the lard D. Callender, Jr., John M.
graduating class who, in their Fresina, William F. Neuguth, Jr.,
four years at Bates, participated William L. Taylor, James V.
in athletics and other activities Wheeler, Maynard L. Whitehouse.
in addition to mainaining high and James M. Kyed, Jr.
scholastic standings. Lux also Basketball Numerals
praised the twin dynamos, Rudy
Leahey awarded freshman nuSmith and John Douglas, for
merals to W. Scott Brown III,
their fine showing in recent naHoulton; Malcolm P. Johnson,
tionally noted track meets.
New Britain, Conn.; Nicholas
Pa pouch is, Far Rockaway, N. Y.;
Frank W. Ricker, Norwich, Conn.;
Frank M. Vana, Sudbury, Mass.;
Robert Zering, New Britain,
Conn.; John S- Paine, manager.
Cape Elizabeth; William H. Tucker, manager, Great Neck, N. Y.;
Richard A. Yerg, manager, Nyack, N. Y.

PECKS

Portland; Lav/rence Hubbard,
Lewiston; James F. Keenan,
Portland; Jeffrey R. Kenyon,
Providence, R. I.; Richard E. LaPointe, Beverly, Mass.; William
F. Neuguth, Jr., Neptune, N. J.;
Louis A. Riviezzo, Claremont, N.
H; Rudolph V. Smith, Jr., Fairfield. Conn.; David A. Stewart,
Reading, Mass.; William L. Taylor, Portland; Alfred R. Turner,
Glen Rock, N. J.; James V.
Wheeler, Scotia, N. Y.; Maynard
L. Whitehouse, Camden; and

MAKE
PECK'S
A
THRIFTY
SHOPPING
HABIT!
* * *

Records

everything you

Sheet Music

need at prices
you want to pay

BERT COTE'S
133 Lisbon - Corner Ash
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O'Grady Chosen To Lead Hoopsters
Tennis Squad Optimistic;
Many Veterans Returning
With spring just around the
corner, the Bates tennis team under the direction of Coach Lloyd
Lux, is looking forward to a very
successful season. The netmen
have been working out for the
•past few weeks in the gym.
Winning Season In Prospect
Having four returning lettermen, Dr. Lux has good reason to
be optimistic about a winning
season and a possible State championship. Headed by Captain
Peter Meilen, this group, consisting of Phil Feinsot, Craig Parker,
and Dave Graham, provides a
solid nucleus. Jeff Mines, who
saw service in many matches
last spring, is also being counted
on.
Coach Lux has a large group of
prospects battling it out for the
remaining berths. Those who
have looked impressive over the
past weeks have been Roger Langley, Howie Kunreuther, and
Andy Holstrem, all juniors. Sophomores Fred Auwater and Bruce

'You mean
a gift to
my college
can result in a
larger income
for my family?"
Many a businessman is discovering these days—to his
pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.

Johnson along with freshman
Peter Huycke have also looked
good.
Last year Bates had a losing
6-7 season, due mainly to the fact
that there was only one returning letterman, Meilen. at the start
of the season. With the rest of the
team lacking experience there
was tough sledding for the first
half of the season. However, as
the season wore on, the netmen
picked up valuable experience to
improve noticeably. Meilen, playing first man, posted an excellent
11-2 record losing only to Kerr
of B. U. and Gardner of Bowdoin.
In State Series competition,
Bates finished third with a 3-3
record. The race was tight
throughout the entire season,
with Bowdoin finally squeaking
into first place on the basis of a
postponed victory over Bates.
The Polar Bears finished with a
5-1 slate, Colby with a 4-2 record
finished second,
and
Maine
wound up last with an 0-6 record.
Parker To Bolster Squad
This year, thanks to graduation, Bowdoin and Colby will not
be as strong. Bowdoin lost its top
three men and Colby, lost their
first man and one or two others.
Bates lost only one, last year's
captain, Jim Pickard, who was
out most of the season with an
injured knee. On the credit side
for this season, the Cats picked
up Parker, returning after a
year's absence, to more than balance the loss of Pickard.
During the past summer, two
clay courts were resurfaced with
a hard composition. These added
to the other hard-surfaced court
make it possible to get outside
much earlier this spring. This is
a great advantage, since in previous years the squad was able
to move outdoors only a week or
two before their first match.
This season the netmen open
their 12 match schedule at home
meeting Braindeis on April 18.
The following week they travel
to Boston to play Tufts, Clark,
and Babson. Returning home the
squad will start State Series play,
which will continue through most
of May. The up-coming season
looks like a mighty successful
one for the Bates netmen.
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Playmaker Succeeds Callender;
rience
Brings Wealth Of
By SKIP MARDEN
Directing the floor play of the
Bates basketball team for the
1958-59 season, Jack O'Grady will
bring to his position what he
feels will be a sure formula for
annexing the State Series basketball crown. An excellent nucleus
of varsity players, the return of
Jim Sutherland, additional help
from the junior varsity squad,
experience with the Ullom-type
of basketball, and the continued
fine support of the student body
and cheerleaders should be the
key to avenging this year's losses
in the State Series.
Started In C.Y.O. Leagues
As captain of the team, Jack
brings to the position a number
of years of experience as a player, for he started playing basketball in a C. Y. O. league before
high school in hs home town of
Framingham, Mass. He started
for the junior varsity in his sophomore year at Framingham High
School, and was a starting guard
on the varsity for his last two
years. Besides working as a
caddy-master and in a restaurant,
Jack gained valuable experience
playing summer basketball in the
Worcester (Mass.) Parks and Recreation League against many outstanding college players from
Holy Cross, Connecticut, Boston
University, and other leading
New England powerhouses.
Graduating from high school in
June of 1954; Jack worked for a
year in a factory while gaining
still more game experience in
two amateur leagues and coaching a C. Y. O. basketball team.
His basketball fortunes moved
next to Lewiston, where he started for the junior varsity in his
freshman year, and the next two
seasons found Jack at his starting guard spot, each season missing several games because of
broken fingers.
Active In Many Organizations
At Bates, besides playing basketball, Jack, an economics major, has written for the STUDENT sports staff, served as
treasurer of the Newman Club,
acted as Physical Education and
Hygiene assistant, and directed
this year's intramural activities.
He holds a Purinton Fund scholarship and was the campus pool
champion in 1957, two facts he
claims are not related. During his
summers. Jack works as a laborer for a construction firm, and
plays basketball in a local league.
Noted As Playmaker
As a player, the captain of next
year's team is not a prolific scorer, but the statistics show that
Jack is more valuable to the team
as a playmaker, for he was the
team leader in assists with 61,
and he pulled down 53 rebounds,

an average 3.7 for each of his
seventeen games. Fouling 36
times, an average of 2.1 a game,
he was never disqualified, a great
asset to a team in the final few
minutes. Although he only averaged 5.8 points a game, his shooting percentage better reflects his
value — 29 field goals for 81 attempts (.385) and 37 free throws
out of 58 attempts (.638).
Figures do not point out Jack's
chief asset — his goal experience
and knowledge of the game, unofficial statistics showing that
O'Grady led the state in the
number of fouls committed by
the other team which really did
not occur, free throws which can
be the margin of victory or defeat.
Hopes For State Title
In an interview, Jack made
quite clear that his chief aim for
the 1958 season was to help the

team to "avenge the loss of the
State title to Colby, and to the
Mules, and their driver, Lee Williams." He made clear his "great
admiration for Will Callender
and the gratitude he had for the
wonderful job that Will did
throughout the season." Jack was
"honored to be selected to succeed Will as captain of the Bobcats" and felt "that with a
broader base of players which
understand the Coach Ullom type
of ball, we should improve our
record, and with Bates participating in the "Down - East
Classic" at Bangor during Christmas vacation, Bates should gain
valuable game experience."
So the basketball team's fortunes seem to be in capable
hands during the forthcoming
season, as John O'Grady with his
great court poise will lead the
Bobcats.

Stu-G

Summer Courses

(Continued from page two)
The ceremony of signing the
honor book, which takes place
approximately six weeks after
the freshmen start college,
should, like the rest of the code,
be considered a privilege and not
an obligation. What many may
not realize is that this placing of
one's name in the book is not
only a statement that the individual will live under the rules of
the code but is a complete commitment of herself to uphold the
spirit of the honor code in all
phases of life.
The individual should not be
obligated, as she is now by social
pressure or a nebulous fear of
some administration castigation,
to sign the book before she feels
she is ready to make such a commitment. As long as she is willing to obey the outward manifestations of the honor code, it
should be the concern of no one
but herself whether or not she
has committed herself through
signing the book.
Build Spirit Of Code
The concern of the group
should be not to punish a girl
who fails to sign but to make her
feel the spirit of the code and
want to pledge herself to it. As
long as the signing of the honor
book is an obligation, the full
meaning of the affirmation is
lost.
Stu-G would like to thank its
advisors for their interest and
help during the year and especially for their objective discussion
of the honor code which gave a
new insight into some of its
problems and showed the need
for periodic realistic re-evaluations of this code.

(Continued from page three)
presidency in American government, political parties and elections; modern European civilization; introductory mathematics,
integral calculus; psychology of
personality; introduction to sociology, introductory study of cultural anthropology; elementary
Spanish; public and extempore
speech.
Courses at the graduate level
will be offered in education, English, government, history, philosophy, statistics and agricultural
engineering.
Further information may be
obtained by writing to the Director of Summer Sessions, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Mass.
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Monday Chapel
(Continued from page one)
he talked enthusiastically with
Austin of the inquiring and intellectual spirit he found at Bates.
Noting the rose-colored glasses which the boy wore because of
his hopes and ambitions, Austin
said simply, to him and to the
chapel assembly, of the spirit that
the boy felt he had seen here,
"There are some who want it
that way."
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All-Campus Election Results
All-Campus Ballot
Student Government
President
Barbara Farnham
Vice President
Marjorie Keene
Secretary-Treasurer
Susanne Elliott
Senior Advisors
Barbara Smith
Betty Reid
Sophomore Representatives
Sarah Benson
Freda Shepherd
Christian Association
President
George Pickering
Vice President
Patricia Campbell
Secretary
Janet Spiers
Treasurer
Joseph Bond
Women's Athletic Association
President
Roberta Richards

Vice President
Faith Vollans
Secretary
Clarinda Northrup
Treasurer
Marjorie Scott
Senior Representatives
Betty Drum
Beverly Woods
Outing Club
President
Lee Larson
Vice President
David Harper
Secretary
Deane Cressey
Publismng Association
President
Kurt Schmeller
Junior Representatives
Daphne Scourtis
Janet Baker
Jon Prothero
Student Council
President
Willard Martin

Vice President
David Smith
Class of 1959
Fletcher Adams
Frederick Drayton
Class of 1960
Peter Bertocci
Kenneth McAfee
Rudolph Smith
Class of 1961
George Goodall, Jr.
Richard Larson

Class of 1960
President
Richard Vinal
Vice-President
Rudolph Smith
Secretary
Gwenn Baker
Treasurer
George Deuillet

Class Ballot
Class of 1958
Alumni President
Benedict Mazza
Alumni Secretary
Sally Morris
Class of 1959
President
David Smith
Vice-President
Frederick Drayton
Secretary
Patricia Campbell
Treasurer
John Darrow

Class of 1961
President
Noel Parker
Vice-President
Peter Achorn
Secretary
Joseph Bond
Treasurer
Vera Jensen

Club Officers
Band
President
Beverly Woods
Librarians
Mary Galbreath
David Whiting

You'll be Sittin on top of the world when you change to Ii
'£■**•■ -

Monitor-Managers
Colby Baxter
Bruce Manning
Choral Society
President
Anita Kastner
Librarians
Carl Cowan
Mary Morton
Monitors
Elizabeth Burrill
Robin Davidson
Elizabeth Smith
Der Deutsche Verein.
President
Marcia Bauch
Vice-President
Frederick Graham
Secretary
Patricia Morse
Treasurer
Phyllis Hogarth
Lambda Alpha
President
Dorothy Schoppe
Vice-President
TieMargaret Foley
Mary Shorthill
Off-Campus Council
President
Bruce Johnson
Secretary-Treasurer
Richard Dube
Jordan-Ramsdell Society
President
George Charkoudian
Secretary-Treasurer
Jason Tanzer
Lawrance Chemical Society
President
Robert Cox
Secretary-Treasurer
John Hooper
Le Circle Francais
President
Victoria Daniels
Vice-President
Daphne Scourtis
Secretary-Tret-.surer
Margaret Ridley

Recruiters InterviewSeniors Looking For
Career Opportunities
Interviewers who will be on
campus this coming week represent a variety of opportunities
for seniors. All students interested in meeting these representatives should sign up at the Guidance and Placement office as
soon as possible.

i. .

■

Dr. Russell Henry Stafford,
president of Hartford Seminary
Foundation, will interview men
and women Monday for graduate
training and career opportunities
in the parish ministry, missionary
work, and other religious service
areas.

.-.•**. .*»

odern flavor

Seek Border Patrolmen
Next Wednesday R. S. Tweedy
of the Simmons Company will interview men for a sales training
program. On the same day men
interested in a training program
for immigration patrol inspector
will be interviewed by United
States Immigration and Naturalization Service
representative
William Folts.

Best tastiri smoke you'll ever find!

Additional recruiters are still
expected this season from Teachers College of Connecticut, New
England Telephone and Telegraph Company to interview women, and the YMCA Camp of
Winthrop for summer jobs.
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